M.C.S. STARCROSS

MASS DETECTOR OUTPUT:
TIME - 216:104:50923
VALID UNTIL - 216:104:59287

LEGEND:
↑ OBSERVER
■ ASTEROID
□ INHABITED ASTEROID
● PLANET
* SHIP
▲ PREVIOUSLY UNCHARTED MASS
✓ VECTOR OF MOTION

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
FIRST, LOCATE YOUR DESTINATION ON THE MAP. THEN, ENTER THE THREE MAP COORDINATES INTO YOUR NAVIGATION COMPUTER BY TYPING:
COMPUTER-, RANGE IS (VALUE). THETA IS (VALUE). PHI IS (VALUE).
AS A SAFETY FEATURE, YOUR COMPUTER WILL NOT INITIATE A NEW NAVIGATIONAL PROGRAM WITHOUT CONFIRMATION. YOU CAN DO THIS BY TYPING:
COMPUTER-, CONFIRM NEW COURSE.

NOTE:
APPROPRIATE PHI COORDINATE IS PRINTED IN PARENTHESES BELOW EACH OBJECT.

KEEP SPACE BEAUTIFUL!
PLEASE USE YOUR TRASH ATOMIZER TO DISPOSE OF ALL WASTE.
- INTERPLANETARY ENVIRONMENT ADMINISTRATION